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A big thanks to all who sent their agent referrals from January-March! Mosaic donated $10 per 

referral to ChildStrive’s cause. Learn more about their mission and current work at ChildStrive.org. 

We are gathering referrals now for local charity, Homage, a senior service facility in Lynnwood, WA. 

You can read more about them at Homage.org. We look forward to helping Homage during the 
COVID-19 crisis. We will announce in July how many funds you helped us raise. 

Mosaic is still operating remotely during normal 
hours. We know—This seems to be going on 
forever! Keep hanging in there! You can still have 
fun and practice safe distancing in quarantine. 

Our awesome team wants to share some ideas 
with you to help pass the time: 

1. Single canoeing with friends at a distance. 

2. Homemade glitter goo! There are lots of 
recipes online. The one pictured is made with 
glitter glue, shaving cream, and laundry soap. 

3. Hydroponics: Regrow veggies from scraps for 
a fun science experiment to do with the kiddos. 

4. Show your neighborhood you think they 
rock. Paint rocks and hide them on walks. 

What to Do Now During the Coronavirus Quarantine? 

Thank You For Helping Us Donate $1,150 to ChildStrive! 

Miss Renee, a ChildStrive Special Educator, is part of the team putting on weekly Circle Time Facebook Lives, which include songs 
and stories children are used to hearing at ChildStrive’s in-person groups. Follow their Facebook for more content (@ChildStrive)! 



2122 164th St SW Ste 301 
Lynnwood, WA 98087 

 

Are you renting out part of your home or another structure 
on your property? Or, do you have a summer home that you 
use for personal use and/or rent out during the summer 
months and you are looking for longer coverage? 

Mosaic now has access to Travelers’ new Quantum 2.0 
Program that will help you get better Air B&B coverage 
while saving you money. The 2.0 program allows policies to 
have the “Home Sharing Host Activities” endorsement for a 
fraction of the cost, and opens up the possibilities for clients 
like you to get coverage on primary and secondary homes 
that are fully or partially rented out. 

With a Travelers 2.0 homeowners insurance policy, we 
have the option to cover entire rooms, entire floors, a 
garage, a guesthouse, and/or other structures. 

For this type of host protection insurance policy, it 
generally covers the liability (in the event of a lawsuit) and 
property of the insured (in case anything is damaged).  

Interested in a free quote? Give us a call at 425-320-4280. 
You can also email us at info@mosaicia.com if you have 
any questions! 

 

A Recent Review! 

 
 

“Mosaic Insurance provided me 
with all my insurance needs and 
made the process easy. Karen, guided me through 
my options, gave me the best rate and signing me up 
was fast. I also was needing insurance that day and 
Karen made it happen!!! I will continue to give them 
my business. Thanks again Mosaic Insurance.” 
 

- Jason B. from Lake Stevens, WA 

Share your 5-star review on: 
Google, Yelp, and Facebook! 

Travelers’ New Quantum 2.0 Air B&B program 

In Celebration of Mother’s Day on May 10... 

Play a Mom Edition of Scattergories! 

Mom’s Initials: 

Tell us what you came up with on Facebook (@MosaicIA)! 

What words describe mom that  start with her initials? 

She Loves...       ___________     ___________     ___________ 

Favorite Movies:       ___________     ___________     ___________ 

Complements:       ___________     ___________     ___________ 
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